Different patterns of endocytosis in cochlear inner and outer hair cells of mice.
Precise and efficient endocytosis is critical for sustained neurotransmission during continuous neuronal activity. Endocytosis is a prerequisite for maintaining the auditory function. However, the differences between the patterns of endocytosis in cochlear inner hair cells (IHCs) and outer hair cells (OHCs) remain unclear. Both IHCs and OHCs were obtained from adult C57 mice. Patterns of endocytosis in cells were estimated by analyzing the uptake of FM1-43, a fluorescent. The observations were made using live confocal imaging, fluorescence intensities were calculated statistically. Results revealed the details about following phenomenon, i) sites of entry: the FM1-43 dye was found to enter IHC at the apical area initially, the additional sites of entry were then found at basolateral membrane of the cells, The entry of the dye into OHCs initially appeared to be occurring around whole apical membranes area, which then diffused towards the other membrane surface of the cells, ii) capacity of endocytosis: fluorescence intensity in IHCs showed significantly higher than that of OHCs (P<0.01). We have found different patterns of endocytosis between IHCs and OHCs, this indicated functional distinctions between them. Moreover, FM1-43 dye can be potentially used as an indicator of the functional loss or repair of cochlear hair cells.